[The relationship between cerebral white matter changes, mental function and blood pressure in normal elderly].
The authors examined the relationship between cerebral white matter changes and mental function, blood pressure in 39 neurologically normal aged (21 males, 18 females, mean age 75.0 years) who had no latent lesions on MRI images. The severity of cerebral white matter changes was estimated by T1 value images on MRI and was measured in the bilateral frontal lobe on an axial slice at the level of the basal ganglia and in the bilateral anterior, middle, and posterior portions on axial slices at the level of the body of the lateral ventricle. Mental function was measured by the Hasegawa's dementia rating scale (HDS) and Kohs' block design test (Kohs' test). The severity of cerebral frontal white matter changes increased significantly with age (p less than 0.05). However there was no significant correlation between the severity of cerebral white matter changes and HDS, Kohs' test. The severity of frontal white matter changes correlated with the mean arterial blood pressure (p less than 0.02). These results suggest that the severity of cerebral white matter changes is not related with mental function in the normal elderly, and that the severity of frontal white matter lesions is related with mean arterial blood pressure.